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Franke Fast-In Quick Install Kitchen Sink System Offers
Traditional Styling and No-Tools-Required Installation
RUSTON, LOUISIANA (SEPTEMBER 17, 2015) — The

Fast-In Quick Install System, featured on
Franke's new sink line, is perfect for today’s
active homeowners, offering a simple no-toolsrequired, top-mount installation; convenient
double-bowl design; and traditional styling.

Ideal for laminate, tile and solid-surface
countertops, the quick and easy installation of
the Fast-In system makes a kitchen remodel
the perfect weekend project for any do-ityourself homeowner. Homeowners need only
drop the top-mount sink through the countersurface opening and press down until the built-in
Fast-In clips click into position.

The new stainless steel sink line from FrankeUSA
features the Fast-In Quick Install System, a no-toolsrequired installation system.

“You don’t need to be a contortionist to install this sink,” says Heather Jach, retail marketing manager
at FrankeUSA. “It simply drops right into place, so you can spend more time making your sink work for
you and less time working on your sink.”
The sink’s stainless steel composition offers not only a popular, timeless design, but also durability
and sustainability. Stainless steel sinks do not rust, chip or stain, and they are easy to clean and
maintain.
Other key features:
•

The 18-gauge stainless steel build makes it quieter and more durable than comparable sinks.

•

Sound-dampening pads allow for ultra-quiet use.
-more on next page-

Fast-In Quick Install Kitchen Sink System, continued
•

Measuring 33½ inches wide x 22½ inches deep overall, the sink has two extra-large bowls
whose nine-inch depth allows for easy washing and filling of large pots and pans.

•

The narrow center divider, unique slim-rim design, and extra-deep ledges provide optimal work
space while helping to keep water in the sink and off the countertop.

•

The drop-in design also includes a universal four-hole configuration for a faucet, a spray and
accessories.

With a list price of $420, this FrankeUSA sink featuring the Fast-In Quick Install System comes with a
limited lifetime warranty. It is currently available at selected Lowe’s stores across the country.
•

For more information, visit www.FrankeUSA.com.

•

For hi-res images of the Fast-In Quick Install System, please visit:
http://frankeusa.oreilly-depalma.com/2015/fast-in-kitchen-sink.shtml.

About Franke
Franke has established its position as the largest stainless steel kitchen sink manufacturer in the world and a
leading name in kitchen faucets, hot- and cold-water filtration, undermount sinks and waste disposers. The
Franke Group is a world-leading provider of solutions and equipment for domestic kitchens, washrooms,
professional food service, coffee preparation and beverage delivery. The group has 72 subsidiaries with more
than 9,000 employees in 37 countries and generates consolidated sales of CHF 2.1 billion. For more
information, visit www.FrankeUSA.com or call 1-800-637-6485.
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